This research deals with the switching mechanism of a flip-flop jet nozzle with a connecting tube, being based on the measurements of pressure in two chambers, velocity in the connecting tube and velocity distribution between two inside walls of the nozzle, i.e., reattachment walls. The authors particularly focus upon the details of switching flow field inside the nozzle, using a ultrasound-velocity-profile monitor (UVP monitor). As a result, two re-circulating flows, viz., two vortical structures, are shown on both side walls inside the nozzle. By means of the simultaneous observation of chamber pressures and connecting-tube velocity with UVP results, we show a coherent scenario of the jet-oscillation phenomenon in concern.
Introduction
The flip-flop jet nozzle (hereafter, referred to as FFJN) is one of the oscillator elements in the fluid logic; an application of the Coanda effect where a jet reattaches to a side wall (1) .
The FFJN has two control ports on both side walls near a primary nozzle. Two chambers connected to the control ports are linked by a connecting tube, to cause jet's oscillation. From a practical point of view, we can use the FFJN as a flow meter, because its oscillation frequency increases with flow rate. In addition, the FFJN is useful for shear-layer controls and mixing enhancements with secondary flows. For example, Morris et al. (2) have proposed the application to gas-solid two phase flow, and showed the mixing enhancement on fuel-spray nozzles. In general, as the FFJN has no mechanically-moving parts, it has good features such as low production cost, high reliability and robustness against temperature change, density change and so on. There exist some studies (2) - (6) concerning the FFJN. Raman et al. (5) conducted experiments on the nozzle with various geometries, and have shown the relation of the oscillation frequency with the connecting-tube length, with the connecting-tube volume, and with the nozzle-pressure ratio. Funaki et al. (6) have shown that the jet's switching occurs when the time-integral of inflow momentum from the control port into the lower-pressure side attains a certain value. However, we have no knowledge about the detail of the flow inside the FFJN.
In the present study, in order to reveal the flow field inside the FFJN, we carry out the measurements on the flow-velocity distributions inside the FFJN, on the pressures in the chambers and on the velocity in the connecting tube. Because the flow inside the FFJN is Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the tested FFJN. We decide its basic geometrical dimensions according to Viets (3) (for the details, see Table 1 ). Here, we take the breadth s of a primary-nozzle exit as a length scale, and the mean flow velocity U PN at the primary-nozzle exit as a velocity scale. Tested Reynolds number is fixed to 1.83×10 4 . Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the present experimental apparatus. A turbo pump ① drives the flow of water from a large water tank. Through a flow meter ② and a long straight pipe ③ as a flow conditioner, water flows into a FFJN ④. As the FFJN is sunk into the large water tank, water can circulates.
Experimental Method
We measure flow velocities inside the FFJN and inside a connecting tube ⑤, using a UVP-monitor system ⑥ and ⑦. We measure pressures in two chambers using pressure transducers ⑧ with strain amplifiers ⑨. Signals from the UVP monitor and the pressure transducers are simultaneously recorded by a personal computer ⑩ with a A/D-converter board. Figure 3 shows the position of a ultrasound transducer of the UVP monitor, together with the present coordinate system. We traverse the transducer in the y direction (cross-streamwise) with a spatial resolution of 0.15s, or in the x direction (streamwise) with a spatial resolution of 0.22s. The transducer's oscillation frequency is 4 [MHz] . The measurement-volume unit of the UVP monitor is a disc with a diameter of 5 [mm] and with a thickness of 0.75 [mm] .
Tracer particles are made of polyethylene with a mean diameter of 1.2×10 -5 [m] . As the specific gravity of the tracer particles is 0.918, we coat them with a detergent in order to avoid floating on a water surface. Figure 4 (a) shows a sample raw data of the y-component velocity inside the FFJN. In general, the flow inside the FFJN is almost periodical, but it includes strong turbulent components. Furthermore, the number of simultaneously-available UVP transducers is limited. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a conditional sampling in order to consider the periodic flow field. Here, as a reference signal for the conditional sampling, we take the pressure difference ⊿P between two chambers. Specifically speaking, as shown in Fig. 4 (b), we divide one period T into eight, equivalently. Then, at these eight points, we ensembly average raw data over 50 periods. The jet's oscillation frequency f (= 1/T) is determined using ⊿P. Fig. 5 (a) ) and vorticity contours (Fig. 5 (b) ) inside the FFJN with no oscillation. Here, to cease flow oscillation, we close the control ports. The jet from the primary nozzle deflects toward the side A, which represents the lower side in the figure. Usually, the primary-nozzle jet keeps deflecting toward either the side A or the side B, which represents the upper side in the figure. And, we can make the jet deflect toward the side B by means of appropriate initial disturbances.
We show the jet in regular oscillation in Figs. 6 and 7; specifically speaking, timely-successive velocity vectors and vorticity contours in one period, respectively. Here both figures are drawn using the common data. We can clearly confirm a jet's oscillation in both figures, and confirm the correspondence between the velocity's and vorticity's fields.
Especially in Fig. 6 , when we watch the near side-wall regions, we can observe reverse flows on the both side walls at any time. Namely, at least one re-circulating flow exists on each side wall at any time.
Next, we compare the non-oscillation jet in In summary, the flow in regular jet's oscillation has some different features from the corresponding non-oscillation flow. It is implied that, if we consider quasi-steady approximations, the accuracy involves some difficulties. 
Relation of the inside-FFJN flow with the connecting-tube flow
In order to quantitatively observe the inside-FFJN flow, we consider some physical quantities; specifically speaking, half-section flow rate Q A on the side A, the reattachment length R A and R B on the sides A and B respectively, and the vorticities ζ A and ζ B at upstream locations on the sides A and B respectively. In Fig. 8 , we summarise those definitions. Here, ζ A andζ B are the vorticities at (x/s, y/s ) = (0.50, 0.67) and (0.50, 1.67), respectively. Figure 9 shows an instantaneous streamwise distribution of velocity u (x-component) at the near-wall location on the side A (y/s = 0.04). We define R A at this instance as the location where u changes from the negative (reverse flow) to the positive (advecting flow). In the same way as R A , we define R B using the distribution at the near-wall location on the side B (y/s = 1.96). Now, we consider the relation between the inside-FFJN flow and the connecting-tube flow. More specifically, in order to quantitatively observe the connecting-tube flow, we consider some physical quantities such as the pressures P A and P B in the chambers A and B respectively, the difference ⊿P between P A and P B , and the spatially-mean velocity U TU through a connecting-tube cross section. Second, we look at the pressures. Time-mean values of P A and P B are almost the same as about 30 [Pa] . Wave forms of P A and P B are similar. And, P A and P B are almost in out-of -phase. Therefore, we can confirm a good accuracy of our experiments, especially in the geometrical symmetry of the experimental apparatus. In the following, we will specifically describe the time history of P A , as an example.
At t/T = 0/8, P A shows a low pressure of about 20 [Pa] . We see a rather rapid increase of P A after a point during t/T = 0/8-1/8. At t/T = 2/8, P A attains the maximum value of about 50 [Pa] , and decreases slowly with time t. At a point during t/T = 4/8-5/8, P A shows a low pressure of about 20[Pa], again. The low pressure is maintained till a point during t/T = 0/8-1/8. This low-pressure duration corresponds well to the jet switching, namely, Q A /Q. Here, we should note that the interaction between pressures P B and Q A /Q is not direct physically, but is one aspect of the complicated flow system in the FFJN. We need further investigations to explain the interaction more precisely. Besides, as will be shown later concerning the results for R A * and R B * , the low pressure is related with the re-circulating flow on the side A. Namely, the low-pressure duration corresponds to the duration when the primary-nozzle jet leans to the side A. The pressure difference ⊿P is defined as the difference between P A and P B . Therefore, the wave form of⊿P is far from sinusoidal, reflecting those of P A and P B . Namely, in the low-pressure durations, both P A and P B have less fluctuation, and are almost constant. Then, the wave form of ⊿P is characterised by P A and P B outside the low-pressure durations. In addition, we can easily predict that the amplitude of ⊿P is almost 30[Pa], if we know the maximum and minimum values of P A and P B .
Next, we consider the flow velocity U TU inside the connecting tube. The flow inside the connecting tube is driven by⊿P. However, the response of U TU to ⊿P delays for some extent, owing to the fluid inertia etc. Specifically speaking, when ⊿P crosses zero from the negative to the positive at a point during t/T = 0/8-1/8, U TU shows the minimum value. After that, U TU increases. And, vice versa, when ⊿P crosses zero from the positive to the negative at a point during t/T = 4/8-5/8. While the wave form of U TU also reflects that of ⊿ P, the fluid-inertia and fluid-viscosity affects are more important on U TU . So, U TU is approximated to be more sinusoidal than ⊿P, with a phase lag of π/2.
Non-dimensional reattachment lengths R A * and R B * are almost in out-of-phase, as well as the relation between P A and P B . Therefore, we can confirm a good accuracy of our experiment, again. In the following, we will specifically describe the time history of R A * , as an example. At t/T = 0/8, R A * increases with time t. At t/T = 2/8, R A * attains the maximum value.
From that time to t/T = 4/8, R A * decreases with t. In the duration of t/T = 4/8-7/8, R A * is almost constant with a low value. After t/T = 7/8, R A * increases with t, again. When we remember Figs. 6 and 7, the primary-nozzle jet leans to the side B typically at t/T≒2/8. In Fig. 10 , at t/T = 2/8, R B * has a low value corresponding to the low-value duration of R B * , and R A * has the maximum value. The phase of R A * precedes that of P A , slightly. Namely, the low-value duration of R A * precedes that of P A by T/16, while the time when R A * has the maximum value is almost the same as the time when P A has the maximum value. Besides, the phase of R A * slightly precedes that of the non-dimensional half-section flow rate 
Conclusions
In order to reveal the oscillation phenomenon in the FFJN, we have conducted UVP-monitor measurements using the conditional sampling technique. Non-oscillating flow is some different from the flow in ordinary oscillation. At any time during the oscillation, there is a re-circulating flow, which is accompanied with a flow re-attachment and with a reverse flow, on each side wall. We have successfully shown timely-consecutive velocity vectors and vorticity contours in one period. In addition, by means of simultaneous measurements for a connecting tube, we have shown the relation between the nozzle-inside flow and the connecting-tube flow. For the present nozzle, the time variation of the re-circulation-region size slightly precedes both the jet's switching and the chamber pressure. The re-circulation region begins to expand just after the high-absolute-value duration of the vorticity in the region. When the absolute value of the vorticity in the region has the maximum, the chamber pressure and the region size also attain the maximums. As the oscillation frequency and the oscillation wave form are sensitive to the governing parameters, we need further investigations for more general and precise understanding.
